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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a systematic analysis of the major 
switched-current (SI) errors and their influence on the quantiza- 
tion noise shaping of SI BandPass ZA Modulators (BPXAMs). 
Closed form equations are provided for the degradation of the sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio and for the change of the notch frequency posi- 
tion in order to facilitate the design of this class of modulators. All 
these results have been validated by non-ideal time-domain be- 
havioral simulations.(*) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A wide variety of CMOS analog sampled-data EA-modulators 
(EAMs) have been reported in literature for applications ranging 
from instrumentation to telecom [I]. Most of them use 
switched-capacitor (SC) circuits. However, the trend towards the 
combination of analog and digital circuitry in mixed-signal chips 
with low production cost has motivated exploring design tech- 
niques such as switched-current (SI), which can be manufactured 
in standard VLSI single-poly technologies with no extra process- 
ing steps required [2]. Several SI lowpass XAM ICs for different 
applications have already been reported [3][4]. Recently, we have 
also reported a SI BPEAM realized in a single-poly 0.8 pm CMOS 
technology [ 5 ] .  
Unlike SC EAMs, whose non-idealities have been described 
and modeled [I], thus allowing generation of systematic top-down 
design methodologies [6 ] [7 ] ,  until now there is not such equiva- 
lent study for SI ZAMs. This paper presents a systematic analysis 
of the major SI error mechanisms which degrade the quantization 
noise shaping of 4th-order BPZAMs. The aim of this study is to 
identify the influence of each error and to provide equations which 
facilitate the design of this class of modulators. 
2. QUANTIZATION NOISE SHAPING IN BANDPASS 
ZA MODULATORS 
Fig. 1 (a) shows the block diagram of a single-loop BPZAM. As- 
suming that the quantizer can be modeled as an additive, white 
noise source, the z-transform of the modulator output can be ex- 
pressed as follows: 
Y(Z) = &F(Z)X(Z) + NTF(Z)E(Z) (1) 
where X ( z )  is the input signal and E(z)  represents the quantization 
error. Typically, BPZAM architectures are obtained from the corre- 
mation; this keeps the stability properties of the original 
architecture and allows us to take advantage of the available knowl- 
edge on the properties of lowpass modulators [I]. Thus, the ideal 
quantization Noise Transfer Function (NTF) is of the bandstop 
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Figure 1. Conceptual Block Diagram of a BandPass ZA Modula- 
tor, a) N-bit 2Lth-Order. b) 1-bit 4th-Order. 
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where 2L is the loop order. This latter function has L transmission 
zeroes at f i 4 ,  where& stands for the sampling frequency. 
Assuming that the N-bit quantizer in Fig.l(a) has a quantization 
step equal to q , its quantization noise power spectral density is 
N Q r q  /(12fs).  As a consequence of the noise shaping, the 
in-band quantization noise power results in 
2 
f ,/4 i B,/2 
[A/(2N- 1)I2xzL 
f,/4 - B,/2 12(2L+ 1)MZL+' 
(3) PQ = j 2 N Q l N T F ( f ) 1 2 d f  
where A represents full-scale range of the quantizer; i.e. 
A = q(2 - 1) , B ,  is the signal bandwidth and M = fs/(2Bw) 
is the oversampling ratio. 
This paper focuses on I-bit (N  = 1)  modulators with L = 2. 
These modulators are easy to understand and relatively simple to 
design. They are capable to provide high resolution together with 
large tolerance to imperfections and robust, stable operation. 
Thus, we will start from a 2nd-order lowpass modulator, which af- 
ter the z-' -+ -z-* transformation, results in the associated band- 
pass architecture shown in Fig.l(b). The resonator in Fig.l(b) can 
be realized using different alternatives [8]. Fig.2(a) shows one 
based on two LDI integrators in a feedback loop. This implemen- 
tation is adopted because it remains stable under changes of the 
feedback coefficient due to circuit parasitics. Fig.2(b) illustrates 
this by plotting the movement of the resonator poles due to chang- 
es of the scaling coefficient AFA, around its nominal value of 2. 
It can be seen that they remain at the unity circle. 
Fig.2(c) shows the architecture of a 4th-order bandpass EA 
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Figure 2. a) LDI Loop Resonator. b) Movement of Poles Around 
the Unity Circle Due to Changes in the Feedback Gain. c) Block 
Diagram of a BPCAM Based on the Resonator of Fig.2(a). 
modulator based on the resonator of Fig.2(a). The scaling factors 
have been optimized to obtain similar dynamic range for both res- 
onators [ S I ,  giving ARES2 = ADAC2 = -ADAcl  = 1 and 
AREsl  = 1 / 2 .  
By making N = 1 and L = 2 in (3), we obtain the quantiza- 
tion noise power Pp for this modulator. On the other hand, as- 
suming that the input signal of the modulator is a sinewave of am- 
plitude A < A/2,  we obtain the following expressions for the Sig- 
nal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and the Dynamic Range (DR) [ I ]  
as it  can be derived from (4), the resolution of this modulator 
increases with M at a rate of about 2.5 bits per octave. However, as 
we will see in the following section, error sources in practical SI 
circuits cause the quantization noise to increase in the signal band, 
thus lowering the reached resolution. 
3. SI BUILDING BLOCKS AND ASOCIATED 
ERRORS 
As shown in [ 2 ] ,  the major error sources of the memory cell 
are: jinite drain conductance, incomplete settling, and switch 
charge injecrion. Their isolated influence on the memory cell and 
on the integrator transfer function were analysed in [2]. However, 
for our study we are interested on their cumulative influence on 
the degradation of the quantization noise shaping in BPZAMs. 
Consider the cascaded memory cells shown in Fig.3(a). During 
clock phase Cell1 is in hold mode while Cell2 is in sampling 
mode. The small-signal equivalent circuit for such a configuration 
is shown in Fig.3 (b). The stationary current of the memory tran- 
sistor in Ce112, i D ( n )  , is given by 
( 5 )  
where E, = 2gorr t /gm, with g ,  and gout  being the small-signal 
input and output conductance of Ce112, respectively. Expression (5) 
is also valid for other memory cells by substituting g, by the cor- 
responding input transconductance. However, it applies only if the 
memory cell reaches the steady state before the end of the sampling 
phase. Otherwise, an additional error is generated as a consequence 
of the incomplete settling of the voltage at the gate of the memory 
i D ( n )  = -(1 - E  ) i  (n) K DI 
- 
C )  
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a) Cascaded Memory Cells and Clock Phases. b) Figure 3. 
Equivalent Circuit During Phase & and c) During Phase $2. 
transistor. Solving the equivalent circuit of Fig.3(b) for V ,  with 
V (n- 1) = i ; fem(n- l ) / g m  as the initial condition of the 
gate-source capacitor C,, yields 
K 
(6)  
where E,$ = e~p[-T,g, / (2C~,~)]  stands for the incomplete set- 
tling error and iEem(ri - 1 )  represents the memorized drain cur- 
rent in the previous sampling phase. When the memory switch 
opens, in the beginning of phase q2, the charge injected by the 
switch transistor in C,$ introduces an additional error term 
( AV4 ) [ 2 ] ,  so that 
V K ( n  + 1/2) = V,(n) + AVq = ( 1  - E,)V,(n) (7) 
Fig.3(c) shows the equivalent circuit for the Cell2 in the hold 
mode. Considering all errors above, the z-transform of iEem is 
mem 
V (n) = [ (  1 - E,)iD(n) + ( n  - 1 ) ] / g m  
Let consider now the conceptual SI realization of the resonator 
block of Fig.2(a) shown in Fig.4. In addition to the memory cell 
errors ( E ~ ,  E! and E$) ,  there are some errors due to non-idealities in 
the connection of the integrators. We define these errors as fol- 
lows: 
' F ,  FB = 'ongoF, FB ;&gF,.. = ( g o F ,  F B / g m ) ( '  - & F ,  F E )  (9) 
where ion is the steering switch on-resistance and go,, goFB are 
the output conductances of the current mirrors, as stated in Fig.4. 
Using the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.3 for the memory cells 
which form the integrators, the following transfer function is 
obtained for the non-ideal resonator: 
Figure 4. Schematic of the Resonator Including SI Errors. 
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where 
Substituting (1 0) in the transfer function of the resonator in 
Fig.2(c), the erroneous quantization noise transfer function NYi 
is approximately given by 
[ l  + ~ l z - l + ( l  -C2)z-212 
NTi(z) s (12) 
1 +251z-1+[5:-2(52-P*)1z-2 
As (12) shows, the zeroes of NYi are shifted from their nomi- 
nal positions atf;/4, thus degrading the filtering performed by the 
resonators and making the quantization noise floor to increase in 
the signal band, and correspondingly, the SNR to decrease. 
We can group the mentioned errors in three different families 
attending to the way they degrade the zeroes of NY;(z), which 
map into different increases of the quantization noise power PQ. 
Table I shows the non-ideal quantization noise power for each 
family of errors. This table provides insight on the influence of 
each error source. Assuming typical variations of the error para- 
meters between 0.1 % and 1 %, several conclusions are drawn from 
(1 2) and Table I: 
*The only effect of errors and E ~ ,  denoted by parameter E,  in 
Table I,  consists in reducing the Q-factor of the resonator transfer 
function, thus lowering the bandstop attenuation of the modulator 
bandpass filtering. For these errors, the deviation in the 
quantization noise power is dominated by the term ( E  M)’ up to 
E,M = 0.6 ; beyond this limit the term ( E , M ) ~  dominates, thus 
practically destroying all the benefits of the oversampling. 
*The errors and represented by parameter in Table I ,  
just change the position of signal band center frequency, often 
called notch frequency. However, the quantization noise power 
does not significantly increase. For this family of errors, the term 
( E @ ) *  dominates up to E ~ M  = 2.2 . 
E ~ ~ ~ ,  represented through parameters 
respectively In Table I, degrade the position of the 
a 
*The errors E, and 
and 
Table I: Non-Ideal Quantization Noise Power 
Error I Quantization Noise Power, Po 
I 
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Figure 5. DR Degradation with Errors. a) DR vs. Error for 
M = 128 . b) DR vs. M for Error Equal to 0.5%. 
notch frequency and increase the quantization noise power in the 
signal band. For E , ,  the term ( E ~  M)’ dominates up to 
M = 0.6, while for (E~SM)’ dominates up to 
E ~ : M  = 2.6 . 
*For similar values of parameters E,, ED,, E.,~ and E+, the settling 
error produces larger deviations in the noise transfer function than 
the rest of errors - illustrated in Fig.S(a). This forces using larger 
oversampling ratios to achieve the ideal SNR level as is shown in 
FigS(b) by plotting DR degraded by the different errors as a 
function of M. 
Other scaling errors are found at the modulator level. However, 
they do not influence the resonator transfer function but the reso- 
nator and DAC gains. For typical values of these errors ( 1  %), the 
increase in the quantization noise power is negligible. 
All these results have been validated by simulation using a 
time-domain SI behavioral simulator [9]. As an illustration, Fig.6 
shows several simulated modulator output spectra obtained for a 
sinusoidal input signal of amplitude A = A/4  and centered at 
0 
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Figure 6. Influence of Different SI Errors on NTF 
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f ,/4 . This figure compares the degradation of NTF in the pres- 
ence of E ~ , ~ ,  E ~ ~ ,  E,, and E ~ ~ ,  obtained with the theoretical model 
(solid line) with that obtained through simulation. A good agree- 
ment can be observed between both approaches. 
5. GUIDELINES FOR THE DESIGN OF SI 
4th-ORDER BANDPASS XA MODULATORS 
In practical applications, the designer should consider the cu- 
mulative influence of errors on the modulator performance. From 
(3) and (12), the quantization noise power degraded by all errors 
can be derived as follows 
Making all errors equal to an error bound named E the following 
quantization noise power is obtained 
where k ,  = 4960/3 and k2 = 438080. This equation allows us 
to express the quantization noise power degradation in terms of E .  
Thus, forcing all SI errors in the modulator to be smaller than E 
bounds the quantization noise power with (14). Fig.7 plots the 
half-scale SNR (obtained for a sinusoidal input signal of amplitude 
A = A/4 ) as a function of E , for M = 64, M = 128 and M = 256. 
Simulation results match very well with the data calculated from 
(14). 
In BPZAMs, the control of the notch frequency ( f  , ) position is 
also critical. In practice, this frequency is fixed by the system re- 
quirements, so that its position should not be significantly shifted 
from fJ4. We can derive f , by solving (12) for the frequency of 
the zeroes. Assuming that C,, C 2  << 1 the error in f ,  , denoted as 
Gf,,isgivenby 
From (1 1) it is seen that c1 5 0 and therefore f , 5 f ,/4 for all SI 
BPZAMs. On the other hand, considering that the quantization 
noise power is minimum at f , , we can define a maximum error 
I S f ,  oll 5 B w / 2  . From (15) and assuming all SI errors to be 
equaf to E ,  this condition is satisfied if E 5 n/( 1 0 M ) .  For 
instance, if M = 128, it obtains E 2 0.25 %. Fig.8 illustrates this 
by plotting three output spectra corresponding to different values 
of E .  It is seen that the predictions of (15) agrees with simulation 
data. 
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Figure 8. Notch Frequency Degradation with SI Errors. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The study presented in this paper classifies the SI non-idealities 
attending to the way they degrade the quantization noise shaping 
in bandpass ZA modulators. Closed-form equations have been de- 
rived for the influence of SI errors on the modulator performance. 
As a result of such an analysis, some practical guidelines for the 
design of BPZAMs using SI circuits are given. This approach has 
been validated by detailed time domain behavioral simulation. 
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